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Performance Benchmarking Tsunami Models for NTHMP’s Inundation Mapping Activities
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Abstract—The coastal states and territories of the United States
(US) are vulnerable to devastating tsunamis from near-field or farfield coseismic and underwater/subaerial landslide sources. Following the catastrophic 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the National
Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program (NTHMP) accelerated the
development of public safety products for the mitigation of these
hazards. In response to this initiative, US coastal states and territories speeded up the process of developing/enhancing/adopting
tsunami models that can be used for developing inundation maps
and evacuation plans. One of NTHMP’s requirements is that all
operational and inundation-based numerical (O&I) models used for
such purposes be properly validated against established standards
to ensure the reliability of tsunami inundation maps as well as to
achieve a basic level of consistency between parallel efforts. The
validation of several O&I models was considered during a workshop held in 2011 at Texas A&M University (Galveston). This
validation was performed based on the existing standard (OARPMEL-135), which provides a list of benchmark problems (BPs)
covering various tsunami processes that models must meet to be
deemed acceptable. Here, we summarize key approaches followed,
results, and conclusions of the workshop. Eight distinct tsunami
models were validated and cross-compared by using a subset of the
BPs listed in the OAR-PMEL-135 standard. Of the several BPs
available, only two based on laboratory experiments are detailed
here for sake of brevity; since they are considered as sufficiently
comprehensive. Average relative errors associated with expected
parameters values such as maximum surface amplitude/runup are
estimated. The level of agreement with the reference data, reasons
for discrepancies between model results, and some of the limitations are discussed. In general, dispersive models were found to
perform better than nondispersive models, but differences were
relatively small, in part because the BPs mostly featured long
waves, such as solitary waves. The largest error found (e.g., the
laboratory experiment case of a solitary wave on a simple beach)

was 10 % for non-breaking wave conditions and 12 % for breaking
conditions; these errors are equal or smaller than the thresholds (10
% and 20 %, respectively) defined by the OAR-PMEL-135 for
predicting the surface profile; hence, all models examined here are
deemed acceptable for inundation mapping purposes.
Key words: Tsunami, tsunami numerical models, models
comparison, models validation, dispersive models, nonhydrostatic
models, hydrostatic models, NTHMP.
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The coastal states and territories of the United
States (US) are vulnerable to devastating tsunamis
from near-field or far-field coseismic sources (e.g.,
American Samoa, the US Pacific west coast east of
the Cascadia subduction zone, or Alaska) such as the
2004 Indian Ocean and 2011 Tohoku-oki events,
DUNBAR and WEAVER (2008), and, also from less
conventional sources, such as underwater and subaerial landslides (e.g., the upper US East Coast and
Puerto Rico). In response to this threat, over the past
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few decades, many of these states and territories have
independently and gradually adopted or developed
tsunami numerical models and carried out with those
the development of tsunami inundation maps and
community evacuation plans. In 2005, following the
catastrophic 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, this map
development process was accelerated by the National
Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program (NTHMP). At
the same time, NTHMP was mandated by the
National Science and Technology Council to develop
numerical model validation standards and coordinate
tsunami hazard and risk assessment methodologies
for all coastal regions of the US and its territories.
The model validation standards were to be developed
to ensure sufficient reliability of tsunami inundation
maps, as well as a basic level of consistency between
parallel state efforts, in terms of products. To satisfy
this requirement, in 2011, a tsunami model validation
workshop was held at Texas A&M University in
Galveston. This workshop followed a model validation agenda based on the recommendations of
SYNOLAKIS et al. (2007) (OAR-PMEL-135—tsunami
model validation standard) to ensure that all tsunami
numerical models be vetted through a standardized
and identical process. The OAR-PMEL-135 report
provides a list of tsunami benchmark problems
(http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/benchmark/index.html)
covering various tsunami processes. Depending on
the type of benchmark (i.e., analytical, experimental,
or historical), the report recommends different maximum error thresholds with respect to the reference
data that tsunami model results must meet to be
deemed acceptable. The operational and inundationbased (O&I) models ranged from models based on
full three-dimensional (3-D) Navier–Stokes (NS)
equations to two-dimensional (2-D) (depth-integrated) long wave models, with frequency dispersion
(e.g., nonhydrostatic and Boussinesq models; BM) or
without dispersion (nonlinear shallow water equations models; NSWE). As part of the workshop
activities, each tsunami model was put through the
same benchmarking process, depending on the
‘‘physics’’ featured in their equations or their intended use in the geographic area (e.g., coseismic
sources) and results were compared between models
and with the reference data. In this paper for sake of
brevity, we only report in detail on two BPs based on
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laboratory experiments from the OAR-PMEL-135
report and present the cross-comparison between
models and reference data. It should be noted that not
all tsunami models were applied to the selected BPs,
i.e., the 3-D NS models are not included in the model
cross-comparison due to their intended use in the
geographic area, e.g., landslide sources, which is not
the purpose of these two selected BPs. However,
detailed characteristics, capabilities, and testing procedures, for these 3-D NS models and also for those
intended for coseismic sources are fully documented
in the workshop proceedings, NTHMP (2012) (http://
nthmp.tsunami.gov/publications.html).

2. A Review of Tsunami Numerical Models
Over the past few decades, a variety of tsunami
generation and propagation models have been
developed, based on different classes of governing
equations, numerical methods, spatial and temporal
discretization techniques, and wetting-drying algorithms used to predict tsunami runup. Among these,
the vast majority of the current O&I tsunami models
are based on depth-integrated, hydrostatic or nonhydrostatic long wave equations. A brief review of the
main classes of O&I tsunami models follows.
Long wave models solving linear shallow water
wave equations (LSWEs) were initially developed
based on finite difference methods (FDMs), following
the work of Hansen HANSEN (1956) and FISCHER
(1959). A detailed review of these models can be
found in KOWALIK and MURTY (1993) and IMAMURA
(1996). On the basis of these initial FDM approaches,
in the early 1990s, the tsunami propagation model
referred to as TUNAMI (Tohoku University’s
numerical analysis model for investigation; IMAMURA
et al. 1995) was developed based on nonlinear shallow water equations (NSWEs). In this model, the
kinematics of surface elevation near the shoreline is
computed by parameterizing a water flux quantity,
the so-called ‘‘discharge’’ IMAMURA (1996), and the
NSWEs are formulated in a flux-conservative form,
which enforces mass conservation throughout computations. The ALASKA-tectonic (GI0 -T) and
-landslide (GI0 -L) models follow an almost identical
approach, i.e., a staggered leapfrog FDM scheme is
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used to solve NSWEs formulated for depth-averaged
water fluxes on a Arakawa C-grid layout KOWALIK
and MURTY (1993), ARAKAWA and LAMB (1977). A
recent and extensive discussion of these models can
be found in NICOLSKY et al. (2011). A similar
numerical model, also extensively used for operational tsunami modeling, is the method of splitting
tsunami (MOST, TITOV and SYNOLAKIS 1995), which
can compute tsunami propagation by using a variable
space grid or free parameters (numerical dispersion,
BURWELL et al. 2007) in a manner that allows mimicking theoretical dispersion and extending its
capability to simulate weakly dispersive tsunamis. An
innovative approach in MOST is its ability to track
the shoreline by adding new grid points as a function
of time. As mentioned, the MOST model is used in
operational (real-time) forecasting; examples of the
model’s forecasting capability are given in WEI et al.
(2008) and TANG et al. (2012). GeoClaw is another
recent tsunami model, also based on the NSWE
approximation, which offers a unique solution to the
problem associated with transferring fluid kinematic
throughout nested grids BERGER and LEVEQUE (1998).
To do so, GeoClaw uses a dynamic mesh refinement
for an arbitrary number of nested levels. As the calculation progresses, individual grid cells are tagged
for refinement, using a criterion such as wave height
or by directly specifying the region of interest; thus,
disturbed water parcels or those in specified regions
are gradually better resolved. The flagged cells at
each level are clustered into rectangular patches, for
refinement to the next level, as described in detail in
BERGER and LEVEQUE (1998).
NSWE models assume a hydrostatic pressure and,
hence, are nondispersive, which limits their range of
applicability to studying very long waves. However,
tsunamis caused by smaller size seabed failures (such
as underwater landslides or splay faults) are made of
shorter wave trains for which frequency dispersion
becomes important. Similarly, long tsunami waves
propagating over wide shallow shelves often develop
highly dispersive undular bores near each long wave
crest GRILLI et al. (2013). To allow for such more
extended physics, since the late 1990s, models based
on depth-integrated Boussinesq equations have been
applied to simulate tsunami propagation. While the
original Boussinesq equations were only weakly
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nonlinear and dispersive PEREGRINE (1967), fully
nonlinear approximations with extended dispersion
properties were developed (e.g., NWOGU 1993; WEI
et al. 1995; KIRBY et al. 1998; LYNETT et al. 2002). In
shallow water, these so-called fully nonlinear Boussinesq models (FNBMs) extend NSWEs to include
nonhydrostatic/dispersive effects. FNBMs, which are
typically more computationally demanding than
NSWE models, are now very efficiently implemented
on large parallel clusters, using nested grid algorithms (e.g., FUNWAVE-TVD; SHI et al. 2012),
making it possible to simulate some of the recent
significant tsunami events using large finely refined
grids (e.g., WATTS et al. 2003; IOUALALEN et al. 2007;
TAPPIN et al. 2008; GRILLI et al. 2010, 2012). FUNWAVE-TVD includes all the important features
necessary for tsunami prediction, such as moving
shoreline for runup, bottom friction, energy dissipation to account for wave breaking, and a subgrid
turbulence scheme. Another FNBM capable of simulating accurate near-field tsunami scenarios is BOSZ
(Boussinesq Model for Ocean and Surf Zones; ROEBER and CHEUNG 2012). The model combines the
weakly dispersive properties of the Boussinesq
approximation with the shock capturing capabilities
of the conservative form of the NSWEs NWOGU
(1993) up to fifth-order on Cartesian coordinates. The
model is primarily used to simulate nearshore wave
processes (e.g., modeling surf zone and swash processes of swell and wind waves) but is well suited for
numerical simulations of wave propagation over
shallow fringing reefs.
Other governing equations for modeling dispersive waves have been proposed by STELLING and
ZIJLEMA (2003), which include a nonhydrostatic
pressure gradient in a multiple layer solution of NS
equations which provides dispersive properties comparable to those of extended FNBMs. A tsunami
propagation model based on this approach is the
nonhydrostatic evolution of Ocean WAVEs (NEOWAVE) KOWALIK et al. (2005), YAMAZAKI et al.
(2009), in which the nonhydrostatic pressure and the
vertically averaged velocity resulting from the related
kinematic boundary condition at the free surface and
on the seafloor are implicitly computed. This model
was successfully applied to recent tsunami case
studies (e.g., YAMAZAKI et al. 2011a, b). A similar
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nonhydrostatic NSWE model, currently used for
operational tsunami forecasting in the West Coast
and Alaska Tsunami Warning Center, is the Alaska
Tsunami Forecast Model (ATFM) KOWALIK and
WHITMORE (1991), WHITMORE and SOKOLOWSKI (1996),
which uses structured nested meshes defined as a
function of water depth (isobaths) and bathymetric
resolution. Surface elevation is computed based on
mass conservation, using a second-order upwind
scheme VAN LEER (1977), and run-up/run-down at
shorelines are computed with a volume of fluid
(VOF) approach NICHOLS et al. (1980), HIRT AND
NICHOLS (1981). Another non-hydrostatic, and wellknown community supported model is the semiimplicit Eulerian–Lagrangian finite elements
(SELFE, ZHANG and BAPTISTA 2008), which are based
on the 3-D NS equations and usean unstructured grid
in the horizontal dimension to allow fitting complex
coastal topographic features as well as coastal structures. The model can be configured in multiple ways
(e.g., hydrostatic or nonhydrostatic), but in tsunami
applications the 2-D depth-averaged hydrostatic
configuration is typically used for maximum
efficiency.
Nonhydrostatic and Boussinesq depth-integrated
models perform extremely well for most tsunami
scenarios but may not satisfactorily work for cases
where simulating the full 3-D fluid flow structure is
important, such as in landslide tsunami generation. In
their active wave generation region, landside tsunamis are more accurately simulated using either 2-D ?
1-D (horizontal  vertical) or fully 3-D NS models
(e.g., ABADIE et al. 2010; HORRILLO et al. 2010; MA
et al. 2012), which if required can also account for
multiple fluids (e.g., air, water) and materials (e.g.,
debris flow or rock slide). One of the earliest
numerical models of this type was developed by
HARLOW and WELCH (1965) and then further extended
to full 3-D based on the work of NICHOLS and HIRT
(1975) and RIDER and KOTHE (1995). While even
today the use of a 3-D NS solver is still computationally prohibitive in typical tsunami domains that
cover large spatial areas (e.g., transoceanic dispersive
wave propagation), efficient-parallelized 3-D NS
models have been applied to smaller spatial areas,
such as for computing landslide or subaerial tsunami
source generation, or tsunami inundation regions,
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where more accuracy on vertical fluid acceleration or
runup are needed. In practical tsunami simulations
involving landside tsunami or complex coseismic
thrust, a typical approach is to use a hybrid model in
which the 3-D NS model is used for simulating the
tsunami generation phase (i.e., the tsunami source),
and its 3-D solution at a predetermined time is reinterpolated onto a more efficient 2-D Boussinesq or
nonhydrostatic model for further simulating the
propagation and the inundation phases. Models that
have recently used this approach for simulating historical case studies and developing tsunami
inundation maps are TSUNAMI3D HORRILLO et al.
(2010, 2013) and THETIS ABADIE et al. (2012),
HARRIS et al. (2012). These models solve transient
incompressible fluid flows with free surface and
interfacial boundaries described based on the concept
of the fractional VOF. These models were also validated for analytical and experimental benchmark
cases, and details of their results can be found in the
workshop proceedings, NTHMP (2012).
Table 1 summarizes the main features of the
tsunami models that were benchmarked and compared in the workshop and in this paper.

3. Benchmark Problems
The initial set of BPs was assembled based on the
recommendations of OAR-PMEL-135’s report SYNOLAKIS et al. (2007, see also 2008), which originated
in past tsunami model validation workshops organized to verify the performance of tsunami models
according to the state of knowledge and data obtained
from historical tsunamis at the time. These were the
1995 Long-Wave Run-up Models Workshop held in
Friday Harbor, Washington and the 2004 Workshop
held in Catalina Island, California. The report gives
a brief description of each BP and their intended
purpose, with the complete data being available at
http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/benchmark/. The NTHMP
requires that all tsunami inundation-based models
used in inundation mapping be validated and verified;
additionally, although not mandatory, it is desirable
that operational models used in tsunami warning or
emergency planning be similarly validated (e.g.,
tsunami forecasting models). According to these
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Table 2
Allowable errors for the three categories used for benchmarking

Category

Allowable errors
Wave amplitude/runup

Analytical solution
Laboratory experiment
Field measurments

\5 %
\10 %
\20 %

Laboratory experiments involving breaking waves the allowable
error is \20 %

requirements, all O&I models must be validated
against analytical, experimental, or field BPs that
cover the range of planned applications of each particular model. In this paper for sake of brevity, only
two laboratory experimental BPs are presented for the
cross-comparison between models. Allowable error
thresholds are used to decide whether a model has
adequately simulated the selected BPs; specifically,
these are 5, 10 and 20 % average relative error on
model parameters (e.g., maximum surface amplitude/
run-up) or/and the normalized root mean square
desviation error (e.g., water surface snapshoot or time
series) with respect to the reference data, for three
categories of analytical, laboratory, and field BPs,
respectively, see NTHMP (2012). The specified error
of \10 % for laboratory experiments is replaced by
\20 % for challenging laboratory experiments, such
as those involving breaking waves (see Table 2).
In this paper, the selected subset of BPs for the
cross-model comparison both fall within the laboratory experiment category and are described in great
detail in the OAR-PMEL-135 report listed as:
(a) solitary wave on a simple beach and (b) solitary
wave on a conical island. However, we give a brief
description of these two selected laboratory experiments below.
3.1. Laboratory Experiment: Solitary Wave
on a Simple Beach
This test depicted and referenced to as BP4 in
NTHMP (2012), is based on a laboratory experiment
carried out in a 32 m long wave tank at the California
Institute of Technology. The geometry of the tank
and laboratory equipment used to generate long
waves are described in detail by HAMMACK (1972),
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GORING (1978) and SYNOLAKIS (1986). The bathymetry consists of a channel of constant depth d,
connected to a planely sloping beach of angle b. A
sketch (distorted scale) of this canonical beach is
displayed in Fig. 1. Here, H is the physical incident
wave height, which has been normalized with respect
to d to define the nondimensional wave height H.
More than 40 experiments involving solitary waves
of varying heights were performed SYNOLAKIS (1986).
The height-to-depth ratio H ¼ H=d ranged from
0:021 to 0:626. The water q
level
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ profiles at several
nondimensional times (t ¼ t g=d, where t and g are
the physical time and gravity accerelation), were
measured for waves with H ¼ 0:0185, H ¼ 0:045,
and H ¼ 0:3. Howeve,r in this paper only the H ¼
0:0185 and H ¼ 0:3 wave experiments are shown and
compared to results of the numerical models.
According to observations, the solitary wave breaking occurs when H [ 0:045. Therefore, the
experimental wave with H ¼ 0:0185 did not break,
thus, simulating a more realistic tsunami. The choice
for d in this laboratory experiment is somewhat
arbitrary, but the depth used was approximately
0.3 m.
The comparison of results of various models for
the BP4 is performed by comparing numerically
computed water surface profiles to the laboratory data
at certain given times for the nonbreaking case
(H ¼ 0:0185), then, by doing the same for the more
challenging breaking waves case, H ¼ 0:3. Readers
interested in reproducing numerically BP4 can find
the required information at https://github.com/
rjleveque/nthmp-benchmark-problems.
3.2. Laboratory Experiment: Solitary Wave
on a Conical Island
To validate and compare numerical models for a
case including more complex wave propagation and
run-up, SYNOLAKIS et al. (2007) proposed a 3-D
laboratory experiment that mimics the inundation
inflicted on Babi Island by the tsunami of December
12th, 1992, Flores, Indonesia YEH et al. (1994). This
particular tsunami struck the circular shaped island
from the north, but caused unexpected high inundation in the southern or opposite side of the island. A
model of the circular island was constructed in the
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Figure 1
Schematic of the laboratory experiment setup for BP4 and definition of parameters for the canonical bathymetry, i.e., sloping beach connected
to a constant depth region

Figure 2
Schematic layout of the laboratory experiment setup for BP6 showing the basin configuration, coordinate system, and location of gauges. Solid
lines represent basin walls and wavemaker surfaces. Circle along walls and dashed lines represent wave absorbing material. Note the gaps of
approximately 0.38 m between each end of the wavemaker and the adjacent wall (figure courtesy of Frank Gonzalez)

large-scale wave tank of the US Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi (BRIGGS et al. 1995; LIU et al. 1995), to

understand the cause of observed high inundation at
the opposite side of the island. The lab experiment is
further depicted and updated in the workshop
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proceedings NTHMP (2012), in which it is referred to
as BP6.
Figure 2 shows a sketch of the laboratory
experiment setup. It should be noted that additional
details of the basin configuration and physical
conditions were incorporated into the numerical
models to more accurately reproduce the original
physical conditions of the experiments. This information was obtained directly from Dr. M. Briggs, in
collaboration with Dr. F. Gonzalez. The basin had
dimensions of 29:3  30 m. A wave-absorbing material was installed around the walls of the basin,
reducing its dimension to 25  28:2 m. The waveabsorbing material was a pad of synthetic horsehair,
2 inches thick, rolled into cylinders of approximately
0:9 m diameter, characterized by a reflection coefficient that varied somewhat with wave frequency but
oscillated around 12 %. The effective length of the
wavemaker was 27:4 m. The differences between this
more accurate wave basin setup (Fig. 2) from the
previously published basin setup stem primarily from
the fact that: (a) the wavemaker face extended about
2 m into the wave basin and (b) a gap of approximately 0.38 m exists in-between each end of the
wavemaker and the lateral wall. The island had the
shape of a truncated circular cone with diameters of
7.2 m at the toe and 2.2 m at the crest (conical
island). The total vertical height of the island was
approximately 0.625 m, with a horizontal to vertical
slope ratio of 4:1, i.e., b ¼ 14 . The water depth was
set at 0.32 m in the basin. The interested reader is
referred to http://chl.erdc.usace.army.mil/chl.aspx?p=
s&a=Projects;35 or http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/bench
mark/Laboratory/Laboratory_ConicalIsland/index.
html for more detailed descriptions of laboratory
experiments and data files. The required information
that is needed to reproduce numerically this BP can
be found at https://github.com/rjleveque/nthmpbenchmark-problems. One of the challenges in
numerically modeling this experiment is to accurately
simulate the incident wave refraction around the
island (edge waves), the amplification of the incident
wave at the opposite side of the island, and the run-up
associated with the edge wave around the island.
It is important to mention that the above BP’s
results were not concealed to the modelers (open
experiment results) because the difficult nature of
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reproducing accurately these lab experiments. Modelers were allowed to adjust efficiently their
numerical model parameters (e.g., space-time resolution, friction, etc.) to ensure best matching result
against the BP’s results. However, modelers were
blinded with respect to other modeler’s results. The
model comparison is intended to confirm sources or
expected sources of variability among the different
approaches used on the O&I tsunami numerical
models.

4. Performance of Numerical Models
As it is indicated in SYNOLAKIS et al. (2007) and
NTHMP (2012), maximum allowable error thresholds are used to decide whether a model has
adequately simulated the designated BP. Specifically,
for BPs in the laboratory experiment category, a
10 % or less average relative error on model
parameters with respect to the reference data is suggested to be achieved. If a laboratory experiment
features breaking waves, then a 20 % or less average
relative error is allowed.
In the following, the performance of the eight O&I
models applied as part of the workshop is illustrated
through a cross-comparison for BP4, based on laboratory experiments for a solitary wave running up a
1:19.85 plane beach (so-called ‘‘Single wave on a simple beach’’). Figure 3 shows five snapshots of surface
elevation computed at various nondimensional times
t ¼ 30 to 70 by dt ¼ 10 increments, versus the experimental reference data, for an initial nondimensional
solitary wave of height H ¼ 0:0185. Overall, we see a
good agreement between the numerical solutions and
the laboratory measurements for all selected times,
corresponding to both the propagation/shoaling and
run-up of the wave. It should be noted that differences
among numerical solutions are smaller than differences between any of the model solutions and the
laboratory data. At t ¼ 50, which is near the maximum
run-up (t ¼ 55), two models based on the hydrostaticNSWEs (ALASKA and GeoClaw) predict a slightly
higher run-up than the other models and the experimental data. These differences could be attributed in
part to the zero friction assumption and fine spatial
discretization used in their numerical solution.
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Figure 3
Water surface snapshots comparison of experimental data (crosses) versus model results (colored solid lines) during run-up of a nonbreaking
solitary wave (H ¼ 0:0185) over a 1:19.85 slope at t ¼ ½30; 40; 50; 60; 70

However, other models, e.g., MOST and ATFM, captured the run-up somewhat better. In the case of ATFM,
the improvement is likely due to the addition of the

nonhydrostatic component (dispersive terms) to
account for dispersive wave propagation. Similarly,
the MOST model mimics this effect without the
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explicit use of dispersive terms in the governing
equations, by exploiting the numerical dispersion
inherent to its finite-difference numerical scheme. It is
also noticeable in Fig. 3 that models that include dispersive effects produce results better at t ¼ 50 and 60
than nondispersive models. The numerical solutions
vary the most at t ¼ 70, which corresponds to the
maximum rundown. There, we see that the nondispersive models (MOST, ALASKA and GEOCLAW)
compute larger rundowns than the dispersive models
(ATFM, BOSZ, FUNWAVE and NEOWAVE). It is
important to mention that the approach of tuning
numerical dispersion to match physical dispersion is
most appropiately applied in the linear wave propagation regime (deep water), but it is still unclear how
well the linear dispersion approximation works when
the waves become nonlinear. In this particular BP,
SELFE has been configured for the 2-D hydrostatic
(nondispersive) mode, from its multiple possibilities,
for maximum efficiency. Nevertheless, SELFE results
are quite good and comparable to the dispersive models. This is due to the use of a finer unstructured grid in
the horizontal dimension, close to the coastline or runup region. For maximum wave amplitude or run-up of
the surface elevation computed at various nondimensional times (t ¼ ½30; 40; 50; 60; 70), regardless of the
location, the mean models’ errors range between 2 %
and 10 %.
Figure 4 similarly presents a cross-comparison for
the BP4 case H ¼ 0:30 of the surface elevation
computed at various nondimensional times t ¼ 15
and 30 by dt ¼ 5 increments, computed by four
models, as compared to laboratory experiments. This
is a very challenging case in which the wave breaks
during run-up in the laboratory experiments. Only the
results of models that feature the dispersive effects
(e.g., explicit dispersive terms in the governing
equations) are presented in the model cross-comparison (ATMF, BOSZ, FUNWAVE, and NEOWAVE).
Results show that the inclusion of dispersive effects
in the models’ scheme allows the wave to initially
steepen without breaking, between t ¼ 15 and t ¼ 20,
which results in a good match with laboratory measurements. During this time period, a slight shift of
the surface elevation is noticeable on models than
reproduce better the wave amplitude (NEOWAVE
and ATFM). This condition is mainly attributed to the
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amplitude dispersion effects, that make higher waves
travel slightly faster, and probably to some extent, to
the advection scheme, e.g., the VOF approach used
for flow advection in the ATFM model, and the
momentum-conserved advection and upwind flux
approximation used in NEOWAVE. For maximum
wave amplitude or run-up obtained from the surface
elevation computed at various nondimensional times
(t ¼ ½15; 20; 25; 30), regardless of the location, the
mean models’ errors range between 5 % and 12 %.
These errors have a moderate variation amongst
models and are below the 20 % threshold recommended by the OAR-PMEL-135 report for laboratory
experiments that feature breaking waves.
For NSWE (nondispersive) models, case H ¼
0:30 of BP4 becomes even more challenging (the
results are not presented in this paper). The existence
of strong wave breaking does prevent a good agreement of the NSWE solutions with laboratory
measurements (for details on NSWE solutions see
each individual model reports in NTHMP (2012). For
instance, nondispersive models predict that the leading front of the solitary wave will steepen and
become singular shortly after the initiation of the
computations. The numerical singularity propagates
towards the beach until it meets the shoreline where
the singularity dissipates. Since the numerical dispersion can compensate for the absence of physical
dispersion in nondispersive models (e.g., by adjusting
the spatial discretization as the MOST model does) a
better agreement with the reference data is possible.
This topic is still an active area of research in NSWE
models.
In BP6, experiments with different incident wave
heights were conducted in the large-scale wave tank at
Coastal Engineering Research Center, Vicksburg,
Mississippi. The time series of surface elevation comparison and associated errors at gauges 6, 9, 16, and 22
(Fig. 2) for a variety of incident solitary waves
impinging onto a conical island are shown in Fig. 5. The
case H ¼ 0:181, which is a breaking wave, is selected
from the subset of laboratory experiment to validate the
models’ wave height. For the run-up cross-comparison, three different wave heights or cases are selected
from the laboratory experiment, i.e., cases H ¼ 0:045,
H ¼ 0:096 and H ¼ 0:181. The snapshot times have
been selected to avoid the first reflection of the incident
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Figure 4
Water surface snapshots comparison of experimental data (crosses) versus model results (colored solid lines) during run-up of a breaking
solitary wave (H ¼ 0:30) over a 1:19.85 slope at t ¼ ½15; 20; 25; 30

wave. For all hydrostatic NSWE models, such as
ALASKA, GEOCLAW, and MOST, the simulated
waves are seen to steepen faster than in laboratory
experiments. This is a well-known effect of the shallow
water approximation, where the lack of dispersive
terms yields so-called ‘‘shallow water steepening’’ of
waves. Again, visual examination of the models’

results reveals that the dispersive models, such as
ATFM, BOSZ, FUNWAVE, NEOWAVE, and
SELFE, capture the water level dynamics slightly
better than the nondispersive models. However, while
dispersive models based on the Boussinesq-type or
nonhydrostatic approximations feature the dispersive
effects, there is no appreciable improvement over the
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Water surface time series comparison between experimental data (crosses) versus model results (colored solid lines) of a solitary wave of
H ¼ 0:30 at gauges shown in Fig. 2
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hydrostatic NSWE models in matching this particular
set of laboratory observations. For maximum wave
amplitude at gauges, regardless of the location the
maxima occurred, the mean model errors range
between 6 % and 12 %. These model errors have a
moderate variation, and there is a clear trend that dispersive models perform slightly better. All model
errors for BP6 case H ¼ 0:181 are below the 20 %
threshold recommended in OAR-PMEL-135.
One of the challenges in modeling the observed
wave is the application of appropriate boundary
conditions and the generation of waves in the
numerical models. Although various techniques were
employed to address these challenges, all computed
solutions matched well the observed water level
dynamics at the given locations or gauges.
Figure 6 shows the modeled maximum run-up
distribution versus laboratory experiments, around
the conical island, for all three wave height cases
(H ¼ ½0:045; 0:096; 0:181). Here again it is observed
that, in general, dispersive models reproduce the
maximum run-up slightly better. The noticeable small
asymmetry that is seen in the model run-up results is
believed to be due to misalignment between the
adopted grid for the basin and the axis of the conical
island. The models’ runup mean relative errors, range
between 3 % and 10 %. As they do not differ by more
than 10 % from the laboratory measurements, maximum run-up values predicted by all models are
considered to be fairly good.

5. Conclusions
Results of the systematic model validation and
cross-comparison exposed some of the limitations
and clearly identified key attributes of the operational
and inundation-based (O&I) tsunami models. The
analysis of validation results for each model,
regardless of the selected BPs, and the model crosscomparison, show that all the presented models are
deemed adequate for predicting the propagation and
run-up of tsunami waves in the geophysical conditions covered by the applicable BPs (category of
experiment). Hence, these models are also deemed
acceptable for the ongoing inundation mapping
activity under NTHMP.
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More specifically, in BP4, for case H ¼ 0:0185,
the maximum wave amplitude model errors were
below 10 % (ranging between 2 % and 10 %). For
H ¼ 0:30, the breaking wave case, the maximum
wave amplitude model errors ranged between 5 %
and 12 %. This is below the accepted standard error
for laboratory experiments BPs featuring breaking
waves (20 %). Results show that the inclusion of
wave dispersion effects in the numerical models (as
compared to the NSWEs models) allows the wave to
initially steepen without breaking at an early stage of
wave shoaling (between t ¼ 15 and 20), yielding
results in a good agreement with laboratory
measurements.
In BP6, for the case H ¼ 0:181, a breaking wave,
a clear trend was observed showing that dispersive
models perform slightly better than nondispersive
models. Model errors are kept below the 20 %
threshold recommended in OAR-PMEL-135.
Results presented in this paper represent an
important step in attaining consistency in tsunami
inundation modeling among federal agencies, states,
and communities. As it is recognized by the tsunami
research community, the validation of numerical
models is a continuous process. Even proven
numerical models must be subjected to additional
testing as new knowledge/methods or better data are
obtained. New BPs must, thus, continuously be
defined to address new tsunami source characteristics
or complex coastal impact. In light of this, all O&I
tsunami numerical models should regularly be tested
against an evolving set of relevant BPs, for continuous validation and verification. While most of the
OAR-PMEL-135 BPs had been developed for validating and verifying model simulations for coseismic
tsunami sources, few had been developed for landslide sources. Tsunami modelers in general agree that
some new and perhaps more relevant BPs, particularly for the latter sources (landslide), should be
proposed. Additionally, some of the models, which
are based on Boussinesq, nonhydrostatic, or NS
equations featured more extended physics than analytic BPs in the original OAR-PMEL-135 set, which
were based on SWE or NSWE and, thus, do not
feature dispersion; hence, the comparison of model
results with such solutions (analytical) should be
made with this caveat in mind.
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